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ABSTRACT
A change has taken place over the last couple or years. It wasn’t realized until the final 
project was over. I have dedicated my life to learning. Reflections of all that was 
encompassing me began contorting and mingling with my schema. Teaching the basics of 
art without helping the student to develop change was standard before the creative pulse. 
Elements and Principles were the most important qualities to my teachings. I have seen 
that I have the ability to entice growth through learning experiences. The Arts are very 
important to the success of our being. Intellectual growth can be studied in the history of 
man. We are always growing, individual as well as a whole. Constant study and 
discipline of oneself creates intellectual growth.
Design is very important to the outcomes of all our actions. Design is everywhere and 
in all human endeavors. It is important to instill confidence in ones ability to design.
My professional goals and teaching style drastically changed. The multiple intelligence 
theory and concepts learned in the creative pulse have guided me to a different direction. 
These directions have become very meaningful and carry power of invention. I have 
learned how to help the student grow intellectually through application of learned 
concepts and theories. I have learned how to find meaning through reflection and use the 
meanings to grow myself. Application of new concepts and theories pave way to new 
ideas and journeys. Encompassing and encouraging the many pigments of knowledge 
attainable by the human schema, I choose to color my life with the arts.
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First Intent: Origin of Final Creative Project
My intent in the beginning was to implement bronze casting to my school. I am 
going to do this anyway, because I want to cast metals. This was my goal as a teacher 
and still is. Things changed as my ever-growing need of creating art has injured my 
body. I suffered much damage to my right wrist. It was swollen and kept me awake as I 
struggled to make sculptures for casting in metal. The pain was killing me. The 
sculptures were being made to sell. I was making sculptures of dancers. Being 
somewhat ambidextrous, my left hand took over. I continued making the sculptures. I 
was doing this project separate from my classes. My emphasis was making a body of art 
to sell. Pretty soon both hands were affected. I received several cortisone shots over 
several months and nothing seemed to help. Finally, after much aggravation, I traveled to 
Great Falls to see a hand and wrist specialist. He corrected the problems in a two-hour 
surgery. The doctor said I will be 100% and left me to heal. Healing was an incredible 
process as it leads me to discovering what was hidden in what was going on with my art 
and teaching. Reflections began flooding in and helped to guide me to the path of 
enlightenment. Understanding and using the elements and principles of design upon 
myself, I realized that I was out of balance. I was using my hands so extensively that I 
injured myself. I began doing two-dimensional art to ease the injury. When asked by a 
friend if I was interested in doing a project for the hospital, I said “no”. I did not need 
another project to work on. My life is filled with projects. In fact my life is a project. 
Positive reward comes from dedication to the disciplines of life. So I decided to meet 
with the hospital administration.
I was asked in a meeting with St. James Hospital to do a piece of wall art to fill a space 
on their walls. In the beginning, I was hesitant about adding another project to my life. 
With careful thought I saw how this project would be so beneficial to my careers as an 
artist and a teacher. Positive energies began to flow.
Intent o f Final Project:
Randy Bolton was informed of the changes of my intent and gave me guidance on how to 
proceed. The setback of the change effected only my own production of art. He said to 
do a body of work. I immediately set off in that direction. While thinking about this 
body of work, I noticed something happening in my teaching. I was using concepts that 
were taught to me in the Creative Pulse program.
The intent of my project is to use “reflection” as a means to create art that entices 
critical thought. It also carries with it learning of who we are through a hands-on-project. 
The hands-on-project was a culmination of concepts and theories that were taught to me 
and I shared them with my students throughout the year. We were gathered together in a 
learning atmosphere and given a problem. The problem was that the hospital needed a 
work of art to make people happy. I was to take them on a journey of self-discovery. 
They had to work very hard to produce and capture a meaning. This was to come about 
based on student’s interpretations of happiness. They were to leam concepts and theories 
of self-discovery while practicing art techniques and strategies. I have never done a 
public art installation of a piece of art. My project was an installation of 50 masks in St. 
James Community Hospital’s new cancer ward. I involved my students and my 
community and received much recognition on this project. Through reflections I have 
found donation of time can lead to great things.
What was achieved and accomplished:
This project has given the community an unusual work of art. The cancer ward 
patients are given an opportunity for positive reflection while viewing the work. This 
project became bigger than my students or me. It gave my teachings a sense of place. A 
pause to look at myself in the mirror expelled the question, “who is this guy?” The 
reflections lead to what I learned through the Creative Pulse program. I gave more to the 
students than just the Elements and Principles of design. I gave them more than just little 
hands-on projects to keep them busy. I gave them the power of reflections. I gave them 
the Creative Pulse. Through constant reflection we grow.
The Creative Pulse hit me as I realized that making art is easy to me and I needed 
something new. Boosting my credentials as an artist was very important. This something 
needed to be bigger than me. The St. James Hospital was introducing the new Cancer 
Ward and was looking for art. They asked me if I wanted to do a piece. They 
commissioned me to fill a space, and I agreed, if I could do the project with my students. 
After reflecting, 1 came to the conclusion that getting my work out there in the world is 
important. Teaching is also very important. Volunteering time to take these students and 
do a public art would benefit more than just me. Involving my students when 1 could 
have easily created a piece of art myself felt gratifying. It also led me to the ability to 
direct. Direction is very important when one designs. 1 was to test my teaching 
capabilities as well as my arts background. 1 was also realizing it is not always about me! 
It is important to realize the plethora of differences humans encompass. 1 tend to be so 
engrossed in my projects that 1 sometimes overlook opportunity. It is always good to 
look over the opportunities with a microscopic eye.
Design and direction opportunities are everywhere. Dedication of the discipline 
of the arts leads me to this project. The work of art the students and I create will be seen 
and viewed by cancer patients, nurses, doctors and administrators. Family and friends 
will also have the opportunity to view the work when they visit the patients. The 
intention is to give the viewers something to entice critical thinking.
The idea on what to do was pondered over as I made repeated trips to see the 
sight. The area has two fifty seven inch square insets in the wall. This was a nice border 
to the art whatever the art would be. I did several drawings and started playing with clay. 
I pushed some clay into a plaster mold of a student’s face. When the blank came out I 
was staring at someone with his or her eyes closed. Bang. The idea hit me hard. I was 
going to create a bunch of blanks of different people’s faces. The blanks would be made 
of high fire ceramic clay. Clay is very manipulative until fired. Then I started doing 
drawings and found that fifty masks would fit in the insets on the wall. There were two 
insets, twenty-five faces for each one. This was a test of all that I have learned.
I had less than three weeks. I ordered glazes and started advertising for a big 
hands-on presentation with the students. I advertised that they would try their hands at 
forensics and plastic surgery. It was called the face-making project. It got some buzz 
and forty five students attended this after school project, to create seventy finished masks. 
The Montana Standard followed the project. The news showed up as I was giving them 
the lessons. The lessons started with reconstructing the faces to the true nature. When 
casting a mold, there are always imperfections that need tending. I explained to the 
students that we are not perfect, but there is always room for improvement.
The students then were guided into the realm of plastic surgery and how art skills are 
used in the medical fields.
The students were shown how to sculpt happy faces and open the eyes up on the 
clay faces. The students were disciplining themselves in kinesthetic intelligence.
Working with your hands is very important in our society. We needed to portray “happy” 
in this installation. When the students were done, they were guided through a brainstorm 
of creative ideas. They were to sculpt and change the face. Reflections of who we are, 
what we do, and why we are becomes the problem that needs a solution. Ideas for 
changing the faces were immense. Sketches were critiqued and assessed as to how the 
ideas could be accomplished. The students then spent time sculpting their interpretations. 
The faces became their dreams and aspirations. The students were told that the top fifty 
would be on permanent display. The students were excited. We finished the masks and 
made a date for the following week to glaze the faces.
The following week, the students glazed with a variety of colors. The students and 
I talked about color and how it can change your moods. We decided on bright happy 
colors. I fired all the faces and asked the hospital to come and help me choose the fifty 
best to display. The representative was excited to see the faces. The following week we 
attended the big opening and I made a presentation to the public with the unveiling of this 
permanent piece of public art. This was the first time I have ever done this. I am getting 
all kinds of potential deals because of it. It has opened the door to more installations that 
could benefit my art students and me. It gave me a sense of place in my community and 
with my students. (Fig. Ithru 10)
Expected and unexpected results:
I expected some students to get involved in this big project, but not as many as 
did. I expected the students to do a fantastic job and enjoy themselves. I did not expect 
them to get the praise from the community that they did. (Fig. 11 and 12) This work of art 
is a great example of discipline. The most important result was that the project was a 
direct reflection on the whole year’s teachings.
My students received these new tools to leam how to develop themselves as 
intelligent beings. I learned that donation of time can lead to great things. Being self- 
absorbed is not always the best direction to take on as an artist. “Opportunity is a 
paintbrush to success.”
Significance o f project:
I found that using the concepts and theories to build upon intelligence could be 
very exciting and beneficial. Multiple Intelligence theory is a great jumping board into 
human schema. I found that the teachings I was giving my students in the advanced 
classes carried over to other students through peer interactions. It forced me to have 
direction and meaning. What am I teaching and how will I teach it? I started asking 
myself questions like, “ how can I encompass my teachings in a broader sense? How can 
I teach through peer interaction and kinetics? How can I involve the students in issues 
that people face everyday?” These questions were answered as I worked through the 
projects with the students.
For example, the students kinetically move the subject of creating a display through each 
other and formulate answers by communicating the ideas with each other. The energy 
comes out when they are creating.
I noticed the students as they created telling each other if the piece of work was tasteful 
for the hospital or not. I even noticed some students taking on the shock approach 
knowing their piece would not make the cut. They were enforcing their beliefs about the 
subject. For example one student created a face that looked like a brick wall. When 
asked why the student said “ We create the walls around us!” The student faces criticism 
saying the piece is how she feels about the issue. The issue of creating a work for the 
new cancer ward comes into play as the students try to encourage happiness through the 
obvious misery of having cancer. The students are told that the work needs to project a 
happy feel. Some of the students chose to do the opposite even if their project didn’t 
make the cut. They projected their reasoning to their peers and looked as if they enjoyed 
the opportunity to do so. I never thought I would create a work of art with the students 
for public display. The act of group work is something that I hope to carry on in future 
years. The idea of incorporating critical thinking in the concept of the work is a main 
goal. Teaching critical thinking is very important in our society.
Reflections o f a pulse
The rigor and pursuit of a Master’s degree has been very intense. The Creative 
Pulse intensifies theories and concepts that are intended to encourage personal growth. 
Our whole being is tested, poked and prodded in an intense, holistic experience. A 
teacher’s responsibility to teaching is of the utmost importance and is examined and 
analyzed independently. The Creative Pulse Program helps to increase student success 
by teaching concepts that can increase want and desire of learning.
Personal growth should be utilized in all curriculums. This program inspires the teacher 
to design a successful curriculum.
The concepts learned in the Creative Pulse are positive reinforcements of the 
importance of learning in my teachings. The want and desire to leam how to better 
myself as a teacher and an artist was increased when exposed to theories. Walls were 
broken down. Assessment techniques for the critiquing progress, process, production, and 
final outcome began an interesting experience.
Exercising the multiple intelligences through class assignments is a goal. Howard 
Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences theory is grounding. This theory gives us the ability to 
gauge our skills, intelligence and our schema. This theory gives meaning to individuals 
who do not fit the standard role of learning. Mathematical, and linguistic intelligences 
are not the only areas that humans can exceed in. This theory has added other skills that 
humans excel in intelligence. The hands-on act of performing tasks makes the learning 
process more visible and memorable.
A manifesto of learning and teaching was created to help and assist me when 
designing my curriculum. This manifesto is constantly tested and assessed to create an 
ideal learning environment.
The opportunity to be exposed to the major concepts and theories relevant to my 
artwork.
1. Read and seek education, criticism and knowledge. It is your job as the teacher to 
ensure your students are up to date on theories and ideas.
2. The opportunity to continue your growth as an artist.
The artist must immerse oneself in growth. Do the assignments with the student 
to understand the student’s struggle in development. Use every second to leam 
something new or exercise intelligences.
3. The opportunity to create, invent and improvise as a teacher.
Use formal and informal methods in developing teaching style. Inventive, 
intuitive modes of thinking are what you should strive for in your style. Assess, 
conquer, and reorganize excellence in teaching style.
4. The opportunity to practice the art of perception.
Try to remember your teaching style. Develop your skills on seeing and 
understanding the cues from students. Continual self-assessment will strengthen 
your competencies.
5. The opportunity to represent ideas and experiences.
Share your concepts and ideas with your students and colleagues
6. The opportunity for reflection.
Search for meaning, search for the “essence”, and reflect. Stand back and 
examine your methods and teaching from all perspectives.
7. The opportunity to collaborate.
Work with your colleagues and your students in designing learning experiences.
8. The opportunity to engage in genuine inquiry and research.
In order to grow as a teacher and an artist you need to continue to gain insight. 
Explore, reach out to others and analyze your insights, critique your identification
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and isolation of problems generated in actions. Synthesize your data, rewrite, 
assess and reassess.
9. The opportunity to experience teaching.
Commit to betterment of your teaching abilities. Assess your motivations, and 
practices. Use your want of strengthening the youth, to enhance your teachings.
10. The opportunity to study ideas and settings holistically so that relationships 
and connections may be explored.
Be aware of what is going on outside as well as inside your class, you may see 
opportunités. Connect application and ideas with the world around students and 
yourself.
11. The opportunity to participate in mentoring, modeling, and apprentice 
activities.
Immerse yourself in the surroundings of those who share in the enthusiasm of 
learning. It is important to surround yourself with people who are willing to share 
information and evaluate your theories and concepts. Leam from the experiences 
of those around you. Watch what others are doing.
Compare and Contrast
When I compare and contrast how my teaching style was before attending the 
Creative Pulse, I can see how my style has changed. Before the Creative Pulse Program, 
I was having a hard time relaying information to the students. The quality of work 
seemed to be mediocre, at best. Great presentations of design were made, but no real 
meaning.
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The first summer of the Creative Pulse enlightened me and began a new image of 
teaching. I started asking myself what was important in my teaching. What do I want my 
students to do? “Learning does not merely mean the accumulation of knowledge; it also 
implies an understanding of how knowledge can be utilized. (Lowenfeld, p. 16)
The concept of Risk, Rigor, Cost and Irrevocability becomes a reflective tool that 
allows the students to assess themselves in all they do.
Risking is a level of what the artist is willing to do to solve the problem. Rigor is the 
level in which the artist does a thing. Hard work and dedication become apparent when 
rigorous. Cost is what the artist gives in order to accomplish something. Irrevocability is 
the fact that you can’t take back what you do. My students reflected to me that they 
understood these concepts. Measured by time, energy, thought, and hands-on work. We 
are our own worst critics. We are a culture that is flooded with self-absorbency. Some 
people do not want to criticize themselves and therefore invent an image that is not 
related to their whole being. These concepts guide the individual through critical, 
reflective thinking. Conclusions are made and the individual then has a choice.
Reflection is defined in many ways. In physics it is defined by the act of 
reflecting something, especially light, sound, and heat. In anatomy, reflection refers to 
the bending back of a structure: the bending back upon itself of a membrane or other 
anatomical structure. In mathematics, reflection is referred to as a symmetric 
transformation: a symmetric transformation in which a figure is reversed along an axis so 
that the new figure produced is a mirror image of the original one. Other definitions 
include careful thought, or the process of reconsidering previous actions, events, or 
decisions.
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Considered ideas, or ideas or thoughts produced by careful considerations of something. 
All these definitions are useful and important when one reflects upon reflection itself.
Some definitions include thinking, mirror image, criticism, contemplation, 
pretense, thought and analysis. All definitions need to be considered when discovering 
meaning. Reflections are everywhere in our world, reflections of the past, present and 
the future.
Reflections are complex activities that are interrelated and interdependent, depending on 
the level of rigor applied. Some go unnoticed and unscathed to interruption. It’s a 
natural process that unfolds according to its own rhythm and pace.
As an Artist and a teacher, I have entered a journey into a reflective world. My aim is 
to gain knowledge, teach and promote learning. Reflection is important to building 
knowledge. It promotes critical and creative thinking. It also lets us evaluate our 
thoughts, actions, beliefs, and feelings. I began introducing this into my curriculum and 
found many very interesting and positive results. Working through "Reflective 
Thinking” in my own work yielded many new ideas, and many thoughts on myself as an 
individual. "Where are you going in life? What are your goals, beliefs and desires?
What are your strong and weak points? How can you build upon yourself as an 
individual? What do you want to project through your art and teaching?” I believe that 
everyday we reflect energy to the world. Our emotions, concerns, motivations, beliefs 
and ambitions are reflected in our lives. This energy that we give to the world is 
important. Coming from the teaching standpoint, it is crucial that the energy we reflect is 
positive. We like to receive positive reflections or energy from others, so we must make 
an effort to reflect out positive energy.
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Sometimes we must bend over backwards and contort our lives to produce 
positive energy. Reflection can be very strenuous to one’s mind. Bending and contorting 
becomes hard work. When students are engaged in creating it is best not to interrupt 
environment but flow with the positive nature of learning. A teacher must recognize 
when a student is off track.
Additional lectures and lesson plans can be implemented to break monotony and induce 
“learning moments.” It is through these learning moments that the teacher can motivate 
to endure.
Students are completely different, so it becomes the mission to accommodate 
learning. By working with multiple intelligences, the teacher finds where the students are 
and where they want to be. Explaining the concepts and giving the students an actual 
assessment tool helps to create the desire to leam.
By journaling and reflecting, the teacher creates the learning environment through 
critical thinking. Careful thought can be utilized to reflect upon who we are, and what we 
do. We can get the big picture by analyzing, organizing, negotiating, presenting, and 
considering all actions we encompass.
I have noted in my journals and reflections of classroom assignments; the most 
common entries seemed to be how tired a person gets when giving energy. During 
critiques with the students, I found some students to take on a negative approach to 
reflecting. These students did not want to reflect and think critically. We (teachers) have 
not the power to control student’s intellectual growth, but have the power to give tools 
and discipline. It is our hope that the student becomes adept at using the tools; this tends 
to work very well when using hands-on exercises and assignments.
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The student is forced into a “reflective” exercise where they are given a problem that 
needs a solution. Each student is given the tools to find the solution; their assignment is 
to solve it.
Critical thinking is crucial to constructing independent thoughts, 
conceptualizations and confidence of one’s being.
By teaching and learning how to analyze, negotiate, organize and construct solid 
presentational thoughts, notions, beliefs and understandings of something, we grow as 
individuals. The many reflections around us may be the key. With a critical look at our 
environment, politics, family life etc., we begin to formulate thoughts, emotions and 
beliefs. My mission or goal was to create an environment of learning. This place must 
allow the student to leam not only about all aspects of the fine arts but how to apply it to 
their lives. The student learns to use the Elements and principles of design as tool to 
creating astounding images. The student is in an environment where they are faced with 
having to look in the mirror at who they are. Students see levels of students who do 
exceptional to those who do nothing. They make decisions and suffer consequences of 
failing or having to do extra work. Discipline becomes the most important aspect of the 
environment. Discipline levels are apparent and are exposed during class critique. Each 
student critically ponders each project and presents what they found during their 
critiques. They are able to suggest, and point out obvious aspects of each piece. This 
presentation gives them a chance to build interpersonal intelligence while building 
confidence of ones reflective ability. Reflection is then forced on student as their work is 
displayed and critiqued. What the student does with the reflection becomes very 
important to the learning process. Some students may leam from their mistakes after one
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or many times making the mistake. Some students can leam from the mistakes of others. 
It is important for the student to understand that what they do with this very important 
reflection can positively guide them. A hand’s on project that involved critical thinking 
and the multiple intelligences was constmcted to give the student opportunity of 
reflection and exercising of ones schema.
The lesson gave them the power to be a plastic surgeon, forensic scientist and an 
artist in one project. The students had opportunity to critique and assess themselves 
based on the problem set forth in the assignment. The student's complete schema is 
tested and exercising of ones intelligences is encouraged. Students are engaged in 
opportunity and given choice to participate.
PHOTOGRAPHY 101 “Practicing of theory application and reflections of 
relevance”
Opportunities are very important. Encouraging exercise of ones schema is very 
important. Doing the project for the St. James Hospital helped to encourage reflection in 
my own life. I started to reflect on my progression as a teacher and an artist. It was this 
reflection that helped me realize the immense capabilities a teacher has in enlightening 
the student to positive experience and an artist to creating. I learned that I could do both. 
I began to question the concepts and theories when I was reading through my journals. I 
needed to assess myself and it involved two directions. Assessment of my teaching and 
assessment of my own artistic ideas was a way for me to have closure in this paper.
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I decided to reflect upon the last five years of teaching and see the use of discipline in my 
abilities. With careful analyzing of my teaching I can see a change in myself as well as 
my teaching
A colleague and I started the photography program at Butte High School four 
years ago. It was built with donation of old equipment people had lying around. People 
started getting into digital photography and didn’t want their old darkroom stuff. I kept 
accumulating more and more equipment. One day we had enough to begin a class. Each 
year the class size got bigger we were able to add another class.
This last year I was given four Photography classes of all seniors. I taught these 
students for three quarters of the year. As I reflect I can see how action is the only way to 
achieve goals. Our school did not have a photo program until a few art teachers built it. 
The next goal is to create a ceramic shell casting.
The first quarter started out with the teaching of the Elements and Principles of 
design. I explained, exampled and tested. The students then were to display their 
knowledge of the Elements and Principles. They built a book, ajournai of sorts to 
arrange their thoughts and ideas about the Elements and Principles of design. They need 
to find photography examples that best explain the use of a particular element or 
principle. Images are abundant and the search becomes a visually reflective learning 
experience. The student must train their eyes to grasp the qualities in design. They use 
the room as a lab. The students ask where they are to find the images and I pull out a box 
of magazines, comic books, advertisements, and newspapers. I exampled to the students 
that using risk, rigor, cost and irrevocability can be as simple as recycling. Finding the 
images becomes much easier when one spreads out investigation.
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For the next few days I noticed the students bringing in their own magazines, newspapers 
and articles to help them find the best use of a particular element or principle. They 
question and communicate the language involved in critical thinking. They ask questions 
and evaluate imagery based on the concepts. Risk, rigor, cost and irrevocability are main 
qualities that will be discussed at the final grading critique. Each student has the problem 
to solve. They are given the tools to solve the problem. They are given a deadline and 
use class time as a lab. Creating this atmosphere is exciting as the teacher. Watching the 
student rearrange the room for studio production is great.
The students leam that they are responsible for the care of the tools in the room.
If you put a tool back after using it, it will always be there when you need it. The teacher 
facilitates the learning process by aiding students in creating a positive atmosphere and 
providing tools. The use of the tools will develop tool knowledge in their schemas. The 
process becomes skillful. This was noticed after demonstrating the use of the tools and 
equipment. The students begin a process to explore. When a tool or the room is used 
inappropriately the teacher or a peer brings the act to light.
During critiques we discuss the elements and principles and show our examples 
we found. Each student presents his or her project to the class. The class responds with 
evaluation of risk, rigor, cost and irrevocability. The critiques are a great form of 
reflection. The students leam about design more thoroughly as they perform their 
knowledge to their peers. The students can see levels and a better understanding of our 
individual intelligences. The teacher assesses to make sure all students understand the 
concepts of design. The book with elements and principles then seconds as joumal. The 
students are required to make entries and document process.
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After the introduction of multiple intelligences, elements and principles and cost, 
rigor, risk and irrevocability the students begin to leam about the camera. The pinhole 
camera is introduced. The students leam how it works and relates to how we see. They 
build their own cameras and leam the methods and process of developing. This 
introduces the student to the darkroom studio. I used this assignment to introduce the 
physical science of how light works. Brain function is very important and has endless 
learning abilities. Talking about the brain with my students is key to how they progress 
in my class. I let the students know how the brain is capable of making a plethora of 
interconnections. It’s like a spider web that never ends. I ask my students ‘Tf we have 
this plethora of possible knowledge ability, why do we have students that can’t do simple 
math functions?” The students have many answers as I expected they would. One 
student says, “Because they don’t have to!” These answers can be discussed to create a 
leaming moment for the student. By asking what the students think helps the teacher to 
manipulate leaming moments for the student as well as the teacher. Poking and prodding 
at these discussions is the introduction into critical thinking. These reflections will bring 
out the real person inside the student by enticing them to discover what they think.
The students shoot self-portraits with their pinhole cameras and get involved in 
critiques that critically assess who they are. The relevance of the multiple intelligences, 
risk, rigor, cost and irrevocability come to light. After several days of critical thought 
about self-portraits and concepts of self-growth the students seem to be anticipating 
shooting again. The next assignment the students carried their cameras with them into 
the world to find an image. They didn’t even know if their pictures would tum out until 
they brought the cameras back into a darkroom studio for process.
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I could see the amazement in their eyes as they mastered their own cameras. All 
cameras will be different depending on the diameter of aperture and size of focal length. 
This very technical knowledge is learned through trial and error. The reflective qualities 
of meaning seemed to be displayed when creative writing was applied. The apparent in- 
depth look at their imagery was reinforced through poetry. (Fig. 13)
The student grounds in the critical process of placement in the world. They know 
they are the controller of the image.
Their journals reflect that they assess their progressions in life and aspirations for their 
futures. They all choose to succeed in creating interesting images. Not just for the grade, 
but for the chance to reflect with their peers in class critique.
Discussions on the importance of visual imagery and how their images hold many 
meanings and directions of thought lead the class critique. The students seem to have a 
lot to say. They talked about meaning, ignorance, and began to see themselves in their 
own society.
Thematic teaching is very important in teaching. Stressing to the students how all 
disciplines connect in many ways and we as learners should extract meaning from our 
experiences. It’s not always black and white, and reading between the lines will 
sometimes yield treasures beyond what is being taught. During the Creative Pulse 
program I noticed that the lessons seemed to be orchestrated. It seemed like learning 
flowed and kept me on edge. I applied concepts and I learned from what I taught. The 
students journal, do creative writing, presentations and evaluate work based on concepts 
and theories I learned through the “Pulse.”
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This year I found some very useful questions that I should answer as I teach. They 
seemed to help me orchestrate the experiences into a very adequate learning environment. 
(Making Connections,pg. 170)
1. Are students involved and challenged?
2. Is there a clear evidence of student creativity and enjoyment? Are students 
dealing appropriately with dissonance?
3. Are students being exposed to content in many ways that link content to life?
4. Are student’ life themes and metaphors being engaged?
5. Are there “Hooks” that tie the content together in the big picture that itself can 
make sense to students?
6. Is there some sort of continuity, such as through projects and ongoing stories, 
so that content is tied together and retains interest over time?
7. Is there any sign of continuing motivation or student interest that expresses 
itself above and beyond the dictates of the class?
8. Is the physical context being used optimally?
9. What do the setting, decorations, architecture, layout, music, and other 
features of the context actually say to the students?
10. What sort of group atmosphere is emerging?
11. Are there any signs of positive collaboration, and do they continue after the 
lessons and after school?
12. Do the students have opportunities to reorganize content in creative and 
personally relevant ways?
13. Are there opportunities to reflect in an open-ended way on what does and does 
not make sense?
14. Are students given the opportunity to apply the material in very different 
contexts?
15. Do students consciously and deliberately examine their performances in those 
different contexts and begin to appreciate their own strengths and 
weaknesses?
The system I have developed based on my masters program has definitely opened 
my eyes. Dramatic changes have taken place. Even since last summers classes I have 
changed. This means that application of knowledge does not always begin immediately. 
We find change only when we begin applying reflection. A critique of my critique of a 
fellow pulse student’s work was reflected on and helped me change my direction. I was 
told that my critique was a very good representation of Elements and Principles. I wasn’t 
giving criticism on critical issues that were available in the students work.
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I was introduced to and immersed in experiences that really hit home. These reflections 
were coming out in my experiences with my students. Emphasis in critical thinking 
becomes a main tenant to my teaching. This system is opening my eyes to discovery. A 
quote from my journal November 3 2003, after lecturing about the contents of an image, 
“The students didn’t seem to grasp how I came to all the conclusions about the 
photographs. You need to put their critical thinking to the test. How? What will you do? 
Ideas...show them photographs from the past! Show them famous photography! Talk 
about the relevance of photographs.” The students were all given a famous photograph 
from Time Life’s Classic photographs collection. The students weren’t given any other 
information about the images. They were told to study, reflect and critically assess all 
aspects the picture held. They wrote in their journals and shared with the class. The 
images include Vietnam, Africa, Nagasaki, Kennedy and other famous images of 
photojournalism. I choose images that are very energetic with emotions. After they are 
done sharing their ideas, I read them stories of the images. An excerpt from a student’s 
journal read, “We learn about these events in other classes like history, but never deal 
with them like this. I could visualize the events more.” The students were engaged and 
brought up many notions that related to themselves in our society. Grounding in the 
thinking process was taking place and the only thing I did was orchestrate a simple 
assignment. My journal after this assignment read, “Critical thinking was taking place 
today! The students were forced to reflect realms of thought that tend not to be looked 
into. Is this important? How does this relate to your teaching? Art is the ability to see the 
extraordinary from the ordinary. Do the students understand the concepts? Develop and 
use more critical thinking in class.”
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Reflecting helped me realize this method is mirroring the teachings I encountered in the 
Pulse program; I began to look at how I could apply critical thinking to my class and 
community more. This paved a path to creating a permanent reflection installation with 
my students. I am an artist and will spend my life producing art. When I can make a 
difference for so many others, I should jump on it.
My classes were asked to reflect about what it was like learning the methods and 
concepts that were applied in class. I gave them handouts and asked them to fill them 
out. The results show a connection that is relative to reflective thinking. (Fig. 14-16)
After the project I worked in the darkroom and created a body of work separate 
from this project. (Fig. 17-21) It related to the project in many ways. I was using what I 
learned and was applying what I have been teaching. Testing myself became a mission. 
Were all of the concepts and theories beneficial? I found that they were. The montage 
photos I created were symbols of reflective thinking. I juxtaposed two or more images 
together to form meaning. The meaning isn’t always apparent unless reflected on. I 
wrote about them and created poems to go with each. The project became very 
meaningful. I was practicing what I was teaching.
Reflection of this past year’s teachings has improved my growth strategy for 
teaching. It has given me a chance to build self- discipline as a teacher and an artist. It 
has taught me that growth and the never-ending quest of growth is very valuable. Self­
initiative and self-assessment are most important for my own personal growth. This is a 
way of life that will produce a very talented teacher and artist. I have seen first hand a 
positive growth in my teaching style. It has increased the results in student work and 
attitude. I will always continue to use reflection to fine-tune my life.
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The presentation becomes a direct reflection on the artist. The student creates and 
uses their knowledge and creativity to display intelligence. We learn to accustom how 
we move through the world. The world does not accustom to us.
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S t  J a n i M  o u t s t a n d i n g
Recently, when I  had gone for a check­
up at the oncology department at St. ' 
James Healthcare, I had the privilege to 
observe the sensational artwork from the 
talented Butte High Art Club and other 
participating schools. What a wonderful 
contribution!
I stood in awe at the creativity of these 
young students. I wish to thank them for « 
allowing us to admire their beautiful col­
lection. The colorful masks and other 
pieces certainly help patients take their 
mind off of the reason why they are there.
"Hc) Ildk-itiJLle, siipealciiiig aisi at (:aii-
cer survivor medoappreciM^ time, 
effort and care that was graciously put 
into each and every piece your class cre­
ated. it means a lot to me, and I’m sure 
it'll mean a lot to others on their joumey 
as well.
To Mr. Bercier, a great impact from 
this terrific idea will be made upon each 
person who walks down the hallway and 
sees your student’s extraordinary work. 
You will be touching people’s lives and 
hearts.
Debbie Best
(Fig. 11)
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A  cold lonely deserted place, 
frozen with the winter chills.
The world stands still in the shadows, 
once alive, now dead between 
two hills.
Amanda Crossely
(Fig. 13)
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1. How did this photography class, the process and the teachings change you? Ï  A  , 'M  Ï
f'J- A /  Avif /  / c«^/ .. J- L{F c (o .jf
2. What did you learn ^ou% yourself? / /  /  / / ,  .  ̂ /
j :  Y "  t A \ ^  y  I ^
”̂ Jâ" w f - Xj V v%rf̂  ^  A*ii/y V -2#̂  /w(
/-it/i ('/ t-tl'cjlreJ,.. 4’cr-̂  ■*- <̂‘iàr' « CK/MMJ
3 How do you think,your creative and critical thinking skilly were increas^? ^
■ X  M„ X  /4 » v e  > ^
i LJc j l  ^  / Z L
4. will you^us^our developing creative and^itical thinking skills?
/- / % Ln. A hLe roairv̂ * ^  Câ
5. Do you think you oalned any discipline with Mr. Berciers’ teachings?(explain)
^ cuiu^^S ^ c?4?/-
e>-̂ À C /̂̂ xjx̂ ĉ i/ĵ  ̂ J^'f- f  ̂3T m.̂ AoV>jÔ
fpp Cîr>-<r 3- £̂»w\ C o ^ C € t ^ i  tV r̂*'*
6. Did the reflections (poems and s ta tu a n ts )  teach you anythino about yourself arid you ^  ^
work? (explain) A re  h T L l ir e lU J i^ ^ s  t '5
s k o u y ^  oA»/' ^£*:>^le. fùe^S  ̂ wxZf ] L  re ^ l(^  « ^ , X /
X 7 »& ZL Oo<y(<̂  et^*nofJ^iy^a^J~^
o v/* Ç\f t i /  trg. ^heJaJ,
7. Did the concepts you learned in class lielp or change your views of the world?(how)
^  v4»ĉ y  ̂  ̂ ^  *t£K/̂
- -Ax-ÉÎ*̂ fs€ \^r^  Û'*'̂  3̂  3” l\ù-À- <J~t
^ »viC- *jJ -f<ŵ  /Axi/-
8. Will you use any of the concepts, teachings or lessons in your future? (how?)
^  k̂ Oî y ZE to/| kl
6 /  fvt̂ - L^-Cajy  ̂ it/ ^ l(  l\Éi<̂ ç
°''- f ( j - k ( J - l  \  lea-cL ^ jt^ ) ! < d ru d  CA-Si^ lA X <-e ^
uX>t/ X  A«xx̂  U-ty-ceJ. %>cx
^  1, ^ x 4. /  P e rS o ^  T  U J r  c f  <U
(Fig. 14)
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1. How did this photography class, the process and the teachings change you?
~TA" fYicxVO. vn&L tkia need to  p'f'c .̂ace..'0 2 _>Ver~
v a" '^ ^ * d  ûünè u Jerr^c  V'vcüt'-dfôjr Ln d U  T t  aisx:^ A 'v a ,^
/vve. e ,  cAt^iK-vc, o U tz j r  'pV'i^sfoqi'o^DV^ars,
2. What did you learn about yourself?
X Leournoc' t t W 3  X  -̂ A-Vc «jauiUa
w Yi(^ 6cA 't; Lx!&cKk_ cruJr,
tfcr CÆ4X.SC- CüJTs  ̂ ‘/Xi tV<̂  O 0̂ lOC. Ho'*
3. How do you think your creative and critical thinking skills were increased? ' i \ j
XfuLu "ipvcahoci vjY\ojb T "tYxrwî h C i-
T. TUW. \rr-ujLCh
Ĉ'&WixrC v ^ X  k)c.Cx:L(.(cc, T 4̂  '4;*.,, „
4. How will you use your developing creative and critical thinking skills?
C  9 '<X jinto p u rs ,\X L  c< X  «  1 Ji.
m x y r  CX'CXi-Hvt, f W n k i v ^ ,  X-.Kn^?'^ t tu \4 c  
X. oJCTA t. OC'H i<gL s W r t
5. Do you think you gained any discipline with Mr. Berciers’ teachings?(explain)
L nrvu^ tiATA \r^ Ÿrù-rnptt^,
6. Did the reflections (poems and statements) teach you anything about yourself and you 
work? (explain) . ^
"I. V' p K  (<_ a t  w e r l c .  ("VUS
to  (X'frid W( X. \na.v€ \x. éo
7. Did the concepts you learned in class help or change your views of the world?(how)
X  LLo&.rd:cu^ W-\<x4r U\_ w or id X  (^crcÆi u<(4
tu  KX% R^-ct'Cr
Tin exCjre\5C. T>ujC€ a., k̂ cv, ox>> UVv̂  ̂ wsvfK
rx>̂>'VCL w kW' 'A Hii k>(Ui Fecu uj^j^ '
8. Will you use an^ ^^ï?îe^conce^s,S lashings or lessons in your future? (how?)
Y f X  w A  i tKjaj'TCL. £»-v‘<î liA 'M 't3
hb eÆCaH\Æ Iqr
(Fig. 15)
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1 did this photography class, the process and the teachings change you?
fi (̂ p^ned tPtof hj<iu Im, rui^ it h<^ ryjtudc
ipk e^îôfpt^Ji^pyiPi^dmùf U tM e^ a  ryict
W ttd h a . ir  /%%/ vne p> ré//^ci ŷ âc
^pf^^dûJxdpr^p^riu â 7 y/infin Srtùà^
2. What did you learn about yourself?
7iyd /  ûia/iÿjp ntmTt Jâf' /  /w T  3 ^^
diyk^ sfxa /  Uve phg>ié̂ T<<ipA  ̂ &'<f <&/ s>n(j QVi-fvrm.
3 . How do you think your creative and critical thinking skills were increased? ^
/ ^  i£mn£oips Ukfrit u*̂ pl£/i prtd4U^ TUCit î yicstb ïiî/
•h> /M/ idp£Â(/̂ £y riu ^
4 . How will you use your developing creative and critical thinking skills? ^
iyi- pKÂ(A( prskâét^ /l^t U d / ^ 7
io &pfT)tcldéL ^urnsiytmdm  ^
5 . Do you think you gained ary  discipline with Mr, Berciers’ teachings?(explain)
/)b^âà(Â/cf ^  âcdUr^^pidĵ ^ié^/7i7^ n'hcf
tiÆ^ ix. ru liu d  /  hé'yt iâ ^  p îit̂ rLi
m d^aùtfipU m d d i fhoPcfisphj. /
6. Did the reflections (poems and statements) teach you anything about yourself and you
â p ê ç . : i < k ! y &ht^  ̂t o / y¥u(j yym d^  nu^ 
^ ■ n tltu xn fL  lAJ&rh ^ ÿ.üülcy cim M  ^  /  éscc/d  
$ I V M  t t m 6 f  i t m m d  i d  p d u ^
7 . Did the concepts you learned in class help or change your views of the world?(how)
d a m p t€ £ ^  i t  m o d t /m ip  fu s à ^ i{j(£Yh / .
jiS4v i  ii'w Wâf̂ î SfmYfî / û^pmpiéÜiy
riuo â n j lykià. u
8. Will you use any of the concepts, teachings or lessons in your future? (how?)
/ hm  'h hi s  qwûkÀy g riid  c’-fid /  iV U  
b ip d ^ ^ ^  p(d<fâf>k4/ UoniLjy<^pf}̂  tPm y-piTM
é-nitHoi  ......
(F ig .l6 )
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“Dragonfly Express”
Gotta move, gotta keep moving. Fast Efficient and on time. 
Graceful power glides us. Ingenuity guides us.
(F ig .l7 ) Jon Jon
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“Natures way^
Natives lived with it, honored it, and praised it. 
Are we moving so fast that we forget to raise it?
(Fig. 18)
JonJon
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“Ominous clouds”
Reflections of what we see and what we want to see; matter only if we choose to see.
JonJon
(Fig. 19)
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*‘Butte Bohemian”
When all else says it can’t be done, you are there to do it.
Awake to work, sleep to rest, and rest you need, from all you do and all you see.
JonJon
(Fig. 20)
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“Rampage Train”
It’s coming at a frightening speed. Progressive havoc precedes destruction, 
reconstruction and rehabilitation of a nation. You just happen to be pondering at the
station.
Passengers are boarding with a blood stained pass. I guarantee that you will miss the
train if you don’t get off your ass.
JonJon
(Fig. 21)
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